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Jewish Organization

WANT ADS

B'nai Brith Hillel Counselorship, a UNM organization for
Jewish students, is SliOnsoring an
open house and organizational
meeting Sunday, Feb. 11, at 2 p.m.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING IL\TES:
.& line ad., 65~.....,. tim..,, $2.00, Inserti<IIH
m\l!lt be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications BuUdinlii:, or telephone 277-f.OOZ or
277...11)2.
II.OOH & BOARD
"TRANSFERRING to UNM 1 Try this tor
livi~~~r. 20 meals a we<tk, oolor TV, maid
and ll11en service fo>t cqllege students.
The College ln11, 803 Ash Stret, NE,
l'hQIIe 243·2881.''

TOMORROW NIGHT
at Midnfght-Adults Only

SERVICES
TYPING WANTED: 7 ;yra. experlelle~> fo't
students at Univ. North Carolina. Exeelle~~t accuracy. Straigbt typing (term
papers ete.) 86t per page-you furnish
paper. Paper furnished at one ee~~t a
sheet. Phone 242-9461.
WILL BABYSIT In my home or companion to 2 year old girl, on regn!ar
htiBis, mornings or 3 days a week. Near
UNM. Call 268·6659.
TYPING WANTED: 10 years experience
technical typing. 85¢ Pr page, 36i! with
paper. Call anytime 298-8641.

in the Faculty Lounge .of the
Union.. Bowling is the games
area and refreshments will follow the meeting.

IDoniPancho's.
i ;'";':',' ,

PSYCHEDELIC FILM TRIPS #3

'Oiley Peloso the Pumph Man'
by Robert ("Oh! Dem Watermelons") Nelson
'Blue Moses' by Stan Brakhage
'Antifilm #2' by George Dinkey
-and others-

31r-1!''f
!i?-J :~(9w

~y~~~!icans Also Face Cold War at Home··
© 1967, Newsday, Inc.

(Muck has been 8aid and writ~en about the atate of t~pheaval
m all facets of American society
today, For phe next two weeku,
Th~ Lobo wdl present a series of
artroles by prominent Americans
o!vzng tkeir views on The Oomlitwn of the American Spirit todal'·. Tlte writers include social
crztic Marya Mannes, FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, historian
A_rthur Schlesinger Jr., Civilrzghts leader Baya;rd Rustin, Father Jwmes J. Kavanaugh, nov'eliat

Sadul Bellow, Rev. Billy Graham
an psychoanalyst Erich Fromm.)

Ar ~ SUBURBAN-movie thea-

ter, elght unaccompanied children
f~om 6 to 10 years old see "Bonme and Clyde" and follow with
dazzled eyes their bloody search
for identity through murder. ·
In a hotel ballroom, leaders of
culture sit on gold chairs and listen to panelists conclude that culture is part of life and must be
supported.
In a bedroom strewn with mattresses, six teenagers get high on

HELP WANTED
MALE help wanted. Auditor trainee, bookkeePing background. 3 p,m.-11 p.m., $1.25
hr. to start. Mountain States Employment First Nat'! Bank Bldg. Down

Town.

.TOURNALISM Student to assist on starting new small magazine. Part time.
Phone 842-9514,
EARN $61.60 weekly. 3 eves. & Sata. Must
have ear & he bondable, Phone 844-2778,
3 to 6 P.m. only,
TEACH at . a Ne!ll'O oollege. Graduate
students with M.A.'s are urgently needed
for academic year and summer teaching
positions. The Southern Education Program, a private, nQn-profit organization
with contacts at 94 colleges, can place
you quickly and r,..,e of charge. Write
Southern Education Program, 859%
Hunter Street. N.W. Atlanta, Georgia
30814.
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, Psychedelic,
Ski Posters & Buttons. If we don't
have them, then You don't need them.
Send for Samples & List. MADAM
BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609 E.
Colfnx, Denver, Colorado 80220.
COMING again soon I I I Ahe officious intermeddler meets the vexatious litigant I ! !
PLAYBOY subscription still available at
low student rates. Call your campus representative at 247-9082.
FOR RENT
ONE bedroom apartme11t. $75. 811 Yale
SE. Nicely furnished and private patio.
Call 265-6771.
PLEASANT llght clean room. Near Campus, 306 Stanford SE. Phone 242-4858.
FOR SALE
A DARK BROWN medium length Wig,
including wig case and brush. Worn only
S times. Will sell for $100. Call 277-8198
· after 12:30 noon M.W.F. or weekends.
2/9-10.
BY OWNER, 3 bedrm. den, fireplace, eXtra
)g. garage fully finished w/lt & a/c,
work bencb & sink. Elec kitchen
beautiful Clll'P~ & drapes, 2 baths:
Conv. loan. Pneed FHA appraisal. Approx. $3000. will handle. Call momings
or ev.., after 4 p.m. Owner leaving state.
299-6865.

1966 BUICK Wildcat convertible. Like
new, many extras. Must sell. 296-8681,
277-4538. 2/8-14.

armen,
v
The ToraJ FemaJe Animal I

CIVIC BEAUTJFICATION in Albuquerque was given a helping hand
by members of the newly colonized Alpha Tau Omega fraternity from
UNM this week. Fraternity members put the finishing touches to
borders around freshly planted evergreen trees in a divider on Central
across from Hodgin Hall on the southeastern corner of the campus•.

"'CARMEN,BABY' obviously, is a
film for a very special clientele·
Opera lmrs who want to see
what they've been missin~t all
these years, and voyeurs who
just want to see!
The eyecatcher is Uta Levka,
the hip Carmen, who looks like
a youth.ful Rita Hayworth
in modern undress!"
-N.Y. TIMES
"Carmen herself, Uta Levka,
plays the sexpot temptress ·
for all she's worth, aud thats
quite somethin&!
She has that Lets·Have-Fun
look in her eyes that recalls
Meli111. With 'La Dolc·e Vita'
PJrtjes thrown in for rood
measure, the movie will rive
you your moneys worth!"
-N.Y. POST

Talk Along With Poets

Thunderbird Winter Edition on Tape;
Special Issue Will Go on Sale Monday
Students will be able to read
along with the poets with the
winter edition of the UNM literary magazine, The Thunderbird.
Editor Mary Alinder said the
magazine, w})ich will be distributed Monday, is in the form of a 331/3 r.p.m. record.· It will have a
total. of 17 minu~s of poetry
readmg by ~even different UNM
poets, she satd.
The recording is on both sides
of a plastic sheet which is enclosed in a folder. The taping was
done at UNM's student radio station KUNM and the pressing was
done by the Evatone Corp. in
Chicago.
Mrs. Alinder said that a mimeographed copy of the poets'
•

readings will be included with the
record so students can read along
with their favorite poets.
Including in the recording are
poems by Robin Lampman, Patrick Bolles, Joe Miller, Michael
Thomas, Don Eulert, Eliot Glassheim, and Maryhelen Snyder.
The picture on the front cover
of the recording was done by Jim
Kraft and is now in the UNM
graduate art student photography
exhibition.
The 8000 copies of the special
issue will go on sale Monday at
the Alpha Phi Omega coat check
booth in the Union. For students
with activity cards, the magazine
is free. Cost for other stndents is
50 cents.

at 6:30-8:10-9:50

· Don Pantho's
Alltr THt:ATitE

GOVERNMENT
PRODUCTS DIY.
of
TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
INTERVIEWING
FEBRUARY 12 & 13
EE • ME • IE • DEVELOP, DESIGN OR MANUFACTURE
RADAR • INFRA~EO • MISSILE • COMPUTER • LASER
SECURE COMMUNICATIONS • TELEMETRY • SYSTEMS
An Equal Opportunity Employer

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

A footltall hero named Max

Found it terribly hard to relax;
SO he followed each blitz
With a tall can of SChlitz
Till his coaeh was apprised of the faets.

-------------------------------------~-~··~"~··~~'···-"'

.241?....._1&

2108~S..IE.

0 196S Joj. Schlitt Dr!winu Co. Milw•olo• 1nd orher citiu.

pot, adrift in fantasy.
In city ghettos black militants
yell "Kill Whitey!" and not too
far away white youthl:l hurl rocks
at civil-rights marchers and
scream, "Christ was white!"

TEACHERS REVOLT, priests
revolt, citizens revolt for reasons
as diverse as they are complex or
obvious.
•
An increasing number of Americans view the war in Viet Nam
with emotions ranging from
doubt to horror, while other millions believe in military $olutions

leading to victory.
Why this ferment bordering on
anarchy in the richest and most
powerful nation on earth ? Why
eve~ amo?g the passive or apa~
th:tic,, th1s pervasive unease ? I
thmk It is largely because a lot of
things we used to believe are no
longer so, and because our wish
to cling to them-on the part of
some:_and our wish to discard
them.-:.on the part of othershas produced a civil war of the
American soul, with tragic casualties in sight.
IT IS A COLD war on many

fronts, Between the young and
the old, between rich and poor,
between black and whire, between
Right and Left, between law and
anarchy, between reason and violence.
On all these fronts the war has
become a hot war because its conclusion-the future of our society
-can no longer be postponed. In
faot_~e war is the disastrous result#. )!lostponement. For years
duri~ .-hich the fabl'ie of our
society has been fraying and rotting, most Americans have been
(Continued on page 5)
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KUNM Manager
Job to be Filled
By 2Graduates
Radio Board members decided
Friday afternoon to adopt the
graduate fellowship :{lrogram for
radio station management at
XUNM, campus radio station, in
an attempt to prevent disruptive
personel turnovers and attract
the "finest applicants in the country" to UNM.
Two fellowships will be established through the department of
speech with the Radio Board having absolute control over selection
of applicants. Applications will be
sent out within four weeks with
hopes of filling the manager position by next September.
There has bee; a problem of
manager turnover at KUNM
since its formation nearly two
years ago. The problem came to
light recently when Harry Joseph
resigned his position as manager
Jan. 12.
"THE NEW SYSTEM makes
the turnover problem a systematic one," said Professor Edward
Bundy, Radio Board member.
"There will be a manager and
assistant manager selected each
year, with the assistant ready to
take over when the manager
leaves."
One fellowship will be for $3000
and the other for $2500. Bundy
and other board members feel
that the high pay scale will give
UNM the pick of field across the
country in this area.
The total price fo~· the two fellowships will be $5500 which is
$2000 under the salary paid to
Joseph.
The board is investigating .the
possibility of having the speech
department pay tuition for up to
nine hours of graduate work each
semester for the fellows. The Associated Students will provide the
$5500 in stipends,
SCOTT RANDALL, UNM stndent, has been serving as manager since ,Joseph's resignation.
The board decided to continue
this arrangement until the fellowship manager comes to UNM
in September.
KUNM is a FM radio station
operating seven days a week. Program changes which caused Joseph's resignation and 12 other
staff members along with him, are
still in effect. They include a program of 75 per cent pop music,
more individual freedom for disc
jockics and allowing more people
to work at the station.

Thunderbird
The UNM literary magazine,
the Thunderbird, will go on sale
today. in the Alpha Chi Omega
cloakroom in the Union. For students with activity cards, the
magazine is free. For all other
persons, the cost is 50 cents.
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Students Resist
Tuition Increases

POLICITAL OBSERVERS Piene Salinger, (left), former White
House press secretary, and Charles Quinn, NBC television political
conespondent agreed that Nelson Rockefeller could beat President
Johnson in the 1968 Presidential race, but that Richard Nixon will
likely be the Republican candidate. Salinger and Quinn debated the
issues of "Campaign Strategy: 1968" before a small audience in the
Concert Hllll last night. See story page 2. (Lobo photo by PAWLEY)

Standards Committee
T oHearGradeAppeal
By MELISSA HOWARD
The UNM Students Standards
Committee meets tonight to hear
an appeal by a student who is
contesting a low grade he received after being accused of cheating on a final exam. The case is
the third academic dishonesty
charge considered this year by
the committee.
All disciplinary matters concerning the student community
except those involving Radio and
Publications Boards are under the
jurisdiction of the Student Standards Committee. Members are
four professors, appointed by
Pres. Popejoy, and five students,
including a non-voting student
chairman, appointed by the Associared Student president.
"MOST OF OUR CASES DEAL
with book thefts, academic dishonesty, and contested parking
violations,'' said Tim Weaver,
committee chairman. Action was
tuJ(en last semestet• on four cases
when students stole textbooks and
sold them to the Associated Students Bookstore. Fve parking
fines were contested, and tho committee also ruled on a drunk-anddisorderly charge and a breakingand-entering case.
"The committee is the highest
apellate board for any student
affairs," Weaver said. becisions
of the men's Resident Standards

Committee, the women's dormitory Referrals Board, and the
A WS Standards Board may be
appealed.
THE COMMITTEE CAN ORDER a professor to l'econsider a
student's grades, and action taken against a student by campus
police may also be appealed. Decisions of the conunittee are final,
and disciplinary action is enforced by the administration.
"Action of the committee is usually final, although a review by
Pres. Popejoy is possible," Weaver says.
The Standards Committee has
the power to place a student on
administrative ~robation, to suspend him for any length of time
and record the reasons for suspension on his transcript, to fine
him any amount, and to refer him
to psychiatric counseling.
"If there is a possibility of civil
action being taken against a stndent, we will wait until it has
been taken, although the student
can be punished twice-once by
civil authorities and once by the
University," Weaver says.
WEAVER SAYS THE COM·
MITTEE'S action is theoretically
"educational, not penal, bnt we
often have to take penal action
anyway."
The Faculty Handbook says
that a student may be disciplined
(Continued on page 2)

By BOB STOREY
Associated Students leadel'S
launched nn intensive campaign
last night to persuade New Mexico legislators to defeat an amendment to a House ap:tJropriations
bill that would raise out-of-state
tuition $120 a year for state colleges and universities.
In a special meeting called by
Associated Students President
,John Thorson, student senators
and lobbyists p1anned strategy for
a lobbying blitz on the legislature
within the next three days.
THORSON ANNOUNCED that
the amendment was added Thursday in a closed meeting of the
House Appropriations Committee.
The move was taken to help make
tiP a $1.1 million projected deficit
in the state's education budget.
The state financial bill, House
Bill 300, was introduced to the
House on Saturday with the tuition hike recommendation, Thorson said. The House will almost
certainly approve the bill and send
it to the Senate Tuesday for a
Senate Finance Committee hearing, he said.
"THE HOUSE always approves
the Appropriations Committee
recommendations, so the chance
to defeat the amendment lies in
the Senate Finance Committee or
on the Senate floor," Thorson
said.
Plans call for a team of Student
Senate lobbyists to be in Santa
Fe today, tomorrow, and Wednesday working to defeat the amendment. A special session of Student Senate will be held this
afternoon to draft a bill asking
the legislature to drop any idea
of raising out-of-state tuition.
"I THINK THA'I' it is essential
that we combat this hike in the
out-of·state tuition, because it
could set a dangerous preclildent,"
Thorson said. "They'll raise the
tuition every time there is a
deficit."
The increase would raise the
$467 already paid by out-of-state
students to $511 a semester or
$1022 a year, not including $16
paid for medical insurance.
There are already indications
that dormitory rates and student
fees will be raised five to ten
per cent.
A HIKE IN the tuition would
discourage enrollment of out-ofstate students and cut down on
the outside influences and exposure that broaden students' perspectives, Thorson said.
Many out-of-state students
eventually reside in New Mexico
after graduation and while attending the University they spend
huge sums of money that helps
local businesses and the state's
economy, he said.
Lobbyist Terry Calvani said that
there has been a 71-per-cent increase in tuition for the state's
universities since 1961. If the new

hike is approved it would raise
to 103 per cent the increases made
within six years.
WHEN THE tuition was raised
$50 a semester, UNM did not
suffer a loss in out-of-state enrol1ment, Thorson said, but some
state institutions had as much as
an 8-per-cent drop.
Thorson said the argument used
last yeal" to approve the tuition
hike, "Why should New Mexico
taxpayel"s subsidize out-of-state
students who do not pay taxes 7"
will be used again this year.
"But nobody knows when we
will reaeh the point of diminishing
returns,'' Thorson said. "They're
not sure when they won't lose S!!,. 1
may out-of-state students that it
will wipe out any gains made by
increasing tuition."
BESIDES THE lobbying in
Santa Fe, student leaders plan a
petition campaign, a public mass
media information campaign, and
a campaign on campus to arouse
students' support.
The Student Senate resolution
which should come out tonight
will probably contain a statement
asking the legislature to :find
some other means of financing the
deficit, Senators say.
The state budget is expected
to have a huge deficit and the
tuition hike was suggested to
meet only the educational spending part of this deficit, Thorson
said.
There are several proposals f<Jt ,.
getting more state revenue to
meet the deficit, including a raise
in the state income tax, he said.
He said he personally favors raising the income tax.

Selinger Writes

Report of Failure
of ID-IIIIs Denied
Law p1·ofessor Carl Selinger,
moderator of the fall semester
experimental freshman class ID
III, denied today in a letter to
the editor his alleged statement
in a Feb. 5 Lobo article that
the class "met with failure." (See·,,
letter page 4.)
The. article was written by
Hugo Uribe, a jout•nalism major
at UNM, as pa1•t of the work for
a coUl'se in advanced reporting.
Selinger states in the letter
that the article "was most regrettably misleading." He adds
that "the lessons we have learned from ID III can be extremely
useful."
In conti•adiction to the statement in the article that "Prof.
Selinger doubts that a similar ex•
perimcnt will be tried," he indicated in his letter that it is not
at all clear that a course similar
to Ib III should not be offered
again.

-------------------------------------------~
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RockefeII er

Can Beat: N
. .M
. BOSketbuII

LBJ Agree Debaters Viewed in Article
Nelson Rocll:efeller looms as the
Republican that could beat Democrat Lyndon Johnson in the 1968
Presidential race but Richard
Nixon will likel; get the GOP
·
·
nomination agreed two expenenced political observers last
.night.
Pierre. Salinger, former press
secretary for Presidents Johnson
~·and Kennedy, and Charles Quinn,
political correspondant for NBC
television, both said that Rockefeller could win during their
"Political Strategy: 1968" debate
sponsored by the UNM Speakers
Committee in the Concert Hall.
SALINGER, AN UNSUCCESS·
FUL candidate for the Senate
from California, represented the
Democratic strategy, while Quinn,
a Republican, presented the GOP
approach in the 1968 campaign.
Salinger said that the influence of mass media communications has changed the complexion
of political campaigns.
"We can't count on block votes,
because the people are making up
..- their own minds after reading
and watching what is happening,"
Salinger said. "The Vietnamese
war is being fought in every living room, and so are the race
riots."
JOHNSON WILL CERTAINLY
be the Democratic candidate, but
must heal splits within the party,
and improve his image with the
people if he is to win decisively,
Salinger said.
Robert Kennedy must stay out
of the political race because it is
a "political fact of life" that he
has more influence and power
as a Senator-in than as an exSenator-out, Salinger said. Kennedy will be in future races, Salinger predicted.
Quinn, who has covered campaigns over the United St-ates,
said that Rockefeller is the Republicans favorite but Nixon is the
Republican professionals' choice,
and the politicians will control

BSCE, USC, is a
San Francisco district
salesman, selling
Bethlehem construction
products in a 17-county
area. Doug's biggest
assignment: negotiating
over $300 million in
contracts for the Bay
Area's tremendous rapid
transit construction
program.

MANAGEMENT
MINDED?
Career prospects are
better than ever at
Bethlehem Steel. We need
on-the-ball engineering,
technical, and liberal arts
graduates for the 1968
Loop Course. Pick up a
copy of our booklet at your
placement office.

Department of the Interior
Bureau· of, Mines Helium Activity
Amarillo, Texas
Interview for Chemical, Mechanical, and Petroleum Engineers; ·
Chemists ,and Physicists
Graduating Seniors and Advanced Degrees
Wednesday, February 21, 1968

Sign up at Placement Center.
Equal Opportunity Employer·

An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

--fOPSh,
&OTTOMea

....

An Equal Opportunity Employer
•
.
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Do Your Grades Reflect Your Study Time
l

ARCADE
"Fun And Games Plus Pizza"
All Pizza lf2 Price (except delivery)

PIZZA
Small Medium Lorge.

.95
.75
1.40
1.00
Mushroom
1...CO
1.00
Sausage
l...CO
1.00
Olive
1•.CO
1.00
Pepperoni
1•.CO
Green Chili 1.00
1•.CO
1.00
Onion
CamblnatiaJt
1.55
1.25
2111.70
1.35

ch-

meet Joe ond Alvis
two Dynomic renders with 3.5 grade point averages

t

Joe Stimpfl says "the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course has
given me so much that I still have not fully realized all its merits.
It is much more than just a speed reading course. It is better reading thru greater understanding of the material. I have the time
and the ability to reread school work as often as I wish for all the
comprehension I need. I study at 1500 words a minute and leisure
read at 5,000. It is the greatest thing that has ever happened to
me."

Bowling
Machines!

1.50
2.10
2.10
2.10
2.10
2.10
2.10

Girls
Welcome!

2AO
2.70

Pin Ball
Machines!

3 "·-

Reading Dynamics taught in conjunction with established study method
can cut study time to a fraction of what you are now spending

Attend A Free Demonstration On Campus

TODAY ... IN THE BELLAS HESS

CAMPUS
SPOTLIGHT
\-----\
.

Alvis Pharr says 11Reading Dynamics has opened up vast new areas
of knowledge to me. It has been my greatest asset in adjusting to
college and the demands made in studying. I can now read in
minutes what used to take me hours to read. My comprehension
has gone way up because I get a full look at what I am reading.
I get from beginning to end before I have forgotten everything.
It makes reading and learning exciting. Take it. It's great! ! !"

How Much Leisure Time Do Have

2222 Central S.E.

.

\

\

Monday Feb. 12

Tuesday, Feb 13

6:30 & 8:30 p.m.
Coronado Shopping Center
Town Hall

4:30 & 7:30 p.m.
Student Union
room 250-C

"care-free" cooking

Teflon-Lined Pans

ENGINEERS, PHYSICISTS
MATHEMATICIANS

AIR FORCE MISSILE DEVELOPMENT CEN'fER
ATTN: (MDBPC~16)
HOLLOMAN AIR FORCE BASE, N.M. 88330

.,

Students Love
Our Shops

•

Interested in GRADUATE study and CHALLANGING work in
DEVELOPMENT, TESTING & ANALYSIS of Inertial Guidance
Systems-Ballistic Missile re-entry Physics-Computer Program·
ming-Aerodynamics or Structural Design or Radar Operation
with an entrance salary range of $7500 to $9200 p.a.
Then
Sign-up for on-campus interview-or send application with
transcript to

How Do You Compare With These
Two Freshmen

s~::~atn·:ers~~d~gis ~:eg:~~~

of a speech to be delivered by
D. E. Grant of Collins Radio
Corp, at '7:30 p.m. Wednesday,
Feb. 14 in room 201 of the
electrical engineering building.
Grant's appear~~once is sponsored
by the Institute of Electronic and
Electrical Engineers. Refreshments ·will be served.

Phil Harper

DOUG CAVES

}

EngineertoSpeak

N
M xico's "happy hysteria"
who gets the 1968 nomination for
ewth fe rt
f th two ma
p ·d nt
over e o unes o
e
res! e •
jor basketball teams in the state
ROCKEFELLER SEEMS to be is reviewed in a four page Spor..s
playing a waiting game and keep- Illustrated article this week
ing his l'cool," Quinn said. Nixon which cre~its Bob Kin~ and ~u
h h h
t Henson With the magic of wm~
has a loser image, w ic e mus
ning basketball.
dispell by winning strong in the
New Hampshire, Wisconsin, and . "Both New Mexico and New
Oregon primaTies, he said.
Mexico State have landed pepperhot coaches who know how and
If Nixon wins big and gets a where to get basketball players
new image he will also have the· and what to do with. them when
Republican rank-and-file support, they arrive," co1;1cludes Gary RonQuinn said.
berg, the article's author•.
If Nixon fails, Quinn said he
The relatively new Tivalry befelt that Rockefeller would make tween the Aggies and the Lobos
a political move for the nomina- is set forth in the article, with
tion;
opposite-page cuts of the students
"Rockefeller is using his posi- and players on the two New Me:x;~
tion as Governor of New York as ico campuses establishing the
an advantage," Quinn said. "He tone of the intra-state competidoesn't have to comment on the tion.
war inoViet Nam, but I'll bet that
SOME FANS MAY TAKE islots of money is being spent on sue with a few of the comments
writers that can come up with a regarding basketball enthusiasts
viable and acceptable position for in New Mexico: "Still, many bashim that Americans will accept." ketball fans in New Mexico have
yet to understand fully the miTaBOTH SALINGER AND Quinn cles King and Henson are woTk.agreed that the candidacy of ing in their midst."
George Wallace from Alabama
And UNM spectators may also
on the new third party ticket gasp slightly when they read that
would be more detrimental to the "At the moment only Lobo fans
Republicans than the Democrats. underestimate the Aggies." There
Wallace can win in Alabama, didn't seem to be an abundance of
Mississippi, possibly in South overconfidence in the stands WedCarolina, and take huge blocks of nesday night, either before the
votes from other southern states game or 30 seconds prior to its
which the Republicans must have conclusion.
OF
THE
TWO
RIVAL
if they are to win, he said.
"Both Wallace and California's COACHES, author Ronberg comGovernor Ronald Reagan are ments glibly, "He (Henson) is ofpopular with the voters because ten compared to King, primarily
they offer the easy answer and the because both are winning, and
people are impatient over the war they do coach the same style of
and the race riots," Salinger said. basketball. But their differences
in personality reflect the contrastSIGNIFICANT CHANGES in ing popular images of the two
summer rioting in cities, and schools."
"King has attained the smoothmore importantly the Viet Nam
war will heavily influence the ness he feels is demanded by the
campaign of both candidates, Albuquerque job, but Henson has
remained resolutely small town,"
Quinn and Salinger agreed.
Michigan's Gov. George Rom- Ronberg says.
ney stands an outside chance of
getting the Republican nomination, if he does well in the pri••
maries. He is a good active cam(Continued
from
page 1)
paigner, and his 500,000 vote victory margin in Michigan are im- if his on-campus activities "adversely affect the University's edpressive, Quinn said.
ucational
function or disrupt
Salinger forecast the 1968 eleccommunity
living on campus."
tions as a turning point in politioff-campus
activities "diOnly
cal campaigning. Bacause of
mass media communications, the rectly related to the University's
pressing of current problems, and educational function • • • and
new political organizations, can- those which demonstrate the probdidates must emerge to appeal to ability that the student constitutes a physical danger to himself
the voters, he said.
or others" are under the committee's jurisdiction.
"In no ease shall a student be
disciplined
by the Committee for
6:00-1 0:00 ani
exercising those constitutional
Your hink Green
rights included in the First
Amendment," the handbook conr"'\ Money
tinues.
__)
Man
HEARINGS ARE USUALLY
PRIVATE, and the committee
may call witnesses and introduce
evidence. Both parties may question witnesses.
All ;proceedings are tape-recorded, and the hearings are usually private. After hearing the
arguments the committee usually
moves into executive session to
guilty or not guilty motion, and
decide what disciplinary action
should be taken.
"We feel the executive sessions
are private. They are tense, with
lots of pressures, and no one likes
them," Weaver says.

Standards

.

1, 2, or 3 quart
Your Choice

COUPON
TODAY

97C eo
Open your

Housewares Dept.

Budget·Aid
Credit
; t

Classes Begin:
Wednesday Feb. 14, 7:00-10:00 p.hl.
Thursday Feb. 15, 4:00-7:00 p.m.
Saturday Feb. 17, 9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon

To: EVELYN WOOD READING
Sponsored by LYC EUM
207 Dartmouth NE
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
Please send. descriptive folder.
1 understand that I am under no obligation and that
no salesman will call.

Evelyn Wood

•

Neme ••.••.•...........................•.....•....... ·

.................. , .......... . Phone .......•.•.
.
...................... , ............ Z•P•
,,,

BELLASHESS

Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.

DEPARTMENT STORE

1Q.6 Sund~y

...

9-9 Saturday

Corner Menaul & Carlisle

I
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I

•

•

•

•

•

••

Reading Dynamics
Sponsored by
Lyceum

207 Dartmouth N.E. Albuquerque
Call 265-6761
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NEW MEXICO LOBO LETTERS
P<~bliahed Monday, Wedn..,day, Thul'l!day and Friday of the regular Unlvel'l!ity year bY the
Student PubUc11ttons Board of the Asoociated Students of the University of New Mexico
Second clus PO!itall'e Pai<l at Albuquerque, New Mexioo. Prir•ted by the Univel'l!lty Print·
ill# P]ant. Sub$crlptio11 rate: $4.50 for the school year, payable ill advance. ,All editoriaL<!
and ••cned columns express the views of the writer 'lnd not necessarilY tb011e of the Stu·
dent PubUcations Board or of the University.

Lots of Luck
UNM's non-resident students, already overtaxed financially, may be in for yet another soaking. The general appropriations bill for New Mexico, which was scheduled to reach the
House today and should go to the Senate within the next
couple of days, allocates monies tci the state's seven institutions of higher learning for next year based on a $120-a-year
increase in out-of-state tuition.
... Non~resident students at UNM already pay $459 a semester in tuition and fees, as compared to $204 for residents
-.a total of $510 a year in added costs. If the tuition hike
for next year is approved, non-residents will then be paying
a total of $630 a year more than students from New Mexico.
The primary reason for the proposed increase, say members of UNM's stu(lent lobby who have been working with
legislators in Santa Fe, is that it would all but) eliminate
higher education's substantial share in a large ·anticipated
deficit budget for the state next year.
(
A way to wipe out an even larger part-or all-of the
overall deficit would be for the legislature to approve a tax
increase. If this were not an election year there might be
some hope, but since it is we won't hold our breath.
The student lobbyists, along with the Student Senate and
other members of student government, are trying to mobil,:.5ze opposition to block any increase. We hope they can have
some effect on the outcome-if not the elimination of the
increase, at least perhaps a reduction. Recent experience has
indicated, though, that legislators and the people of New
Mexico prefer to ignore both the opinions and the interests
of their university students.

Students Should Follow
Class Experiments
The experimental class ID III is now concluded. A total
of 380 freshmen enrolled in the course.
The course covered contemporary issues in American society, and individual speakers were brought into each
session to elaborate on readings. From the contact which
The Lobo had with the course, we understand that many
, of the sessions were stimulating, and some were not-so~
-stimulating.
There have been reports in The Lobo that the course was
a failure and replies to these reports. These exchanges not~
withstanding, The Lobo feels that this course can only represent a healthy attempt to discover some of the factors which
stand in the way of the academic climate which UNM falls
so short of achieving. It is hard to conceive that such a
course could be a total failure.
Every experiment has consequences; something must be
learned from any unordinary class which takes place under
controlled conditions. In this sense, ID III cannot have been
a failure.
A very broadly based introspection into the academic problems at UNM is long overdue. It is needed among commuter
students more than any other segment of the academic com• munity, because communter students represent the greatest
potential force at this school. Commuter students must take
notice of such experiments as this course, or they will be
left in the dust behind persons sincerely concerned about the
quality of education at this institution.

Professor Replies to Article
Dear Editor:
The Feb. 5 Lobo article by Mr.
Uribe about ID III was most regrettably misleading in several
important rE)spects : ·
1. 1 did not .saY to Mr. Uribe,
nor do I believe that ID III "failed" or "met . with failure." The
course was offered with a number of objectives in mind. Certain
of these objectives were apparently not realized, but there is a
good reason to believe that considerable success was achieved as
regards others. We are just now
beginning a comprehensive evaluation of ID III, and any general
assessment of the course at this
time would be quite premature.
2, It is not at all clear that a
course similar to ID III should
not be offered again. Indeed the
questionnaire distributed to all
students enrolled in ID IIIwhich 80% of the students have
completed and returned-contained a number of questions designed
to explore alternative basis for
continuing to offer such a course.
The results obtained on this questionnaire will constitute an important part of our evaluation.
3. For the record, I personally
agree with the reaction of the ID
III student was was quoted as
saying that the formal presentations by members of the faculty
and guests from the community
were, overall, "very interesting, I
learned a great deal from them.''
That Mr. Uribe was able to find a
student who disagreed should
come as no particular surprise,
Obviously, only a general questionnaire of the kind we circulated
can hope to measure general student opinion with any degree of
accuracy.
4. Contrary to the impression
left by Mr. Uribe's article, I do
not believe that there is any necessary conflict between academic
and vocational goals in higher education. Students should, of
coarse, be pursuing both. But if a
student has, rightly or wrongly,
little confidence in his ability to
attain his vocational goal, to ob-tain his college degree, or at
least to remain in school for a
respectable ;period, he is all too
likely to view the university and
its faculty as adversaries: what
he wants, they are determined to
withhold. Needless to say, this
is a student attitude that is
wholly incompatilbe with the
basically cooperative character of
successful academic education.
And, if a university has too high
a proportion of students who come
with an adversary outlook, the
attitude slowly begins to spread
to other students who have no
real doubts about their vocational
capacities.
At the same time, a faculty
that lacks confidence in the ability of a substantial percentage of
its students to even stay in school
is understandably unwilling to
treat students generally as 're·
spected full ;partners in academic
study. A faculty does not want to

TO THE

EDITOR

waste its time; it most certainly tive and or if the legislature and
does not want to be, a. pigeon. people of the state take further
This is the complex of attitudes steps to indicate that this campus
that results in what I called tbe will no longer be a place where
"sick atmosphere" of "mutual both students and faculty can
distrust between students and without petty restrictions pursue
faculty"-an . atmosphere that their search for truth and freely
exists at many large public uni~ express their opinions on all
varsities. But unlike most of these issues, then UNM will indeed
institutions the University of becomee a second-rate-or even a
New Mexico has 1 by 11upporting third-rate institution.
ID III, made a bold effort to disBecause, unless pre!Jent and
;pell this atmosphere at least as future faculty members are aderegards one freshman course. quately paid-as measured by na,. Hopefully, this university will in tional levels-and unless both facthe future continue to explore ulty and students alike feel free
still other methods for clearing to think, read, teach, speak, and
the academic air.
act according to their honest conProblems in higher education victions,
they will depart in large
are no less susceptible to intel!inumbers
and ·will not return. In
. gent analysis and constl.'uctive
their
places
will be faculty and
soll.ltions than problems in any
liltl!dents
who
either have no deother field of human endeavor. In
sire
to
think
and
act creatively or
this respect, the lessons we have
learned from ID III can be ex- who are so intimidated by retremely useful. I am really not strictions surrounding them that
pessimistic, even about the cam- they dare not express opinions or
acity of student journalists to act upon convictions,
Such a group then be~omes
avoid simplistic descriptions of
merely
a rubber stamp for the adcom;plex situations.
vocateS
of the status quo. When
Carl M. Selinger
Associate Professor of Law these conditions prevail o.n a campus, a true university no longer
Instead, the institution is
exists.
Could UNM Become a
then the handmaiden of the bigots
Rubber Stamp?
and power wielders. God forbid
(Editor's Note: On Feb. 1, Dean that this state would ever allow
Chester C. Travelstead of the Col- UNM to sink to such a deplorable
lege of Education wrote a letter role.
Second, if the legislature and
commenting on the Stokely Car·
michael controversy to the editor local communities of New Mexico
of the Albuquerque Journal. .A do not very soon provide adequate
heavily edited version of that let- financing for the public schoolster appeared in the Journal on at least at the level recommended
Feb. 4. Dean Travelstead was con- by the State Board of Education
cerned with the cuts made by the -then many teachers in our ele~
Journal and asked that The Lobo mentary and· secondary schoolsprint the full text of the original. at least the more competent-will
It is reprinted below, with the por- leave, in order to accept positions
tions left our of the Journal's ver- in states which provide higher
salaries.
sion in bold-face type)
Dear Editor:
And no one could blame them
Now that the peak of emotion for such a move. Furthermore, the
related to the Stokely Carmichael recruiting which most New Meximatter at the University has sub- co superintendents cauy on eaeh
sided and while the legislature is spring in other states wiU be sestill contemplating the natute and verely hampered if they are forced
amount of financial support it will to admit not ouly that New Mexiprovide this next year for educa- co has during the last decade
tion in the state, I would like to dropped from fourth to twentymake two brief observations about third nationally in salary level,
the problems facing us-educators but also that this state is now
sliding further down to a national
and citizens alike.
First, the University of New ranking of perhaps thirtieth or
Mexico can and will be a great thirty-fifth!
university within the near future
These observations are not inonly if: 1} we can attract and keep tended to be a threat-or even idle
well-qualified faculty members by speculation. Instead, they are
paying salaries which are compe- Wended to describe the probtitive on a regional and national able results ()f several different
basis; and 2) if we are able to alternatives before final decisions
maintain on this campus the at- . are made. I hope, therefore, that
mosphere of academic freedom they will be so regarded by the
for both faculty and students reader.
which Pres. Pop()joy has so careChester C. Travelstead
fully developed and courageously
protected during the last two decFlaws in Registration
ades.
At the present time, this insti- Dear Editor:
tution ranks reasonably well on
There are still a few flaws and
the salary item-at least on a hang-ups in the new, streamlined
regional basis-and quite high na- system of registration at this Unitionally on the matter of academic versity.
freedom. But if the financial sitSandra Kruzich (Mrs.)
uation becomes much less attracGraduate Student

La Dolce Vita-by Frank Jacome
HR PRE'SIDE~T 1 TH6SE A2E:
THE RECCHHE.fJbATIO~ OF
THE OTHEle ~t>IT.>A.i'ES

Americans Face Cold War of Home

(Continued from page 1)
clothing themselves in a series of
assumptions, whether liberal or
conservative, which are just as
threadbare when exposed to reality.
HERE ARE some of them, with
their shadow-questions:
Money buys security. (Against
crime?
Against
pollution?
Against congestion? Against addiction?)
The pursuit of happiness is the
great American dream, (Whose
happine$s? Yours or theirs 1 Can
the individual be happy in an unhappy society? Can he remain
well in a sick one ? )
Welfare takes care of the poor.
(Does it? At what cost to usand to them?)
UNDER FREE competition,
the consumer gets what he wants.
(Does he? Or are his wants manipulated to large extent by the
great Sellers ? )
Democracy and capitalism are
the pillars of a free society and
therefore morally right. (Right
for whom? At what stage of development? In what part of the
world? Whose morality?)
Socialism and communism are
morally evil and therefore threaten our existence. (Because their
ideas are stronger than ours? Because they use force and we
don't? Don't we? If we are both
strong and morally right, what
are we afraid of?)

phrase: "They don't care anymore"?)
ALL OVER the country the
conservatives bemoan the lost
values of an earlier and simpler
America while liberals. are beginning to wonder where the line can
be held betw.een equal rights and
equal lawlessness. Where does
"law and order", become repres.
sive force? Where does frelldom
become anarchy?
There is, alas, nobody to tell
them. There are plenty of voices
clarifying the issues, demanding
of Americans the best that is in
them, requiring of them the kind
of effort and restraint without
which no civilized society ean endure.

itual chaos. We are told by many
voices that standards no longer
apply, that there is no good or
evil, right or wrong; that the
function of the artist is to express
himself rather than communicate
with others, that it is enough for
him to reflect the violence and
anar~;hy in ()Ur life without providing a vision of a better one. In
the name of a culture where no
distinction is made between the
amateur and the professional, between the serious worker and the
doodling exhibitionist, between
shock for effect and the shock ()f
truth, we are told that what is
new is important and what was
past is dead. We are told (by our
government as well) that what
the average citizen doesn't understand is good for him •

NO LESS SO than any other
form of government, a democracy
reflects its leadership. And when
that leadership loses the trust
and heart and will of its peopleespecially of its youth-deep divisions splinter and weaken the
national core.
And what of the wise men of
society-the poets and philosophers, the scientists and artists,
those who through their creative
insight have so often shown us
the truth long before political
leaders and the people themselves
have perceived it?

THE STATE of American spirit? I would say it was in turmoil,
frustration, doubt and suspen-

WITH A FEW notable exceptions, the intellectual community
has helped to compound our spir-

OPEN 24 HOURS

Students ! II
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Downtown for a ohow
or •hopping? Eat at

105 Central N.W.

90.1 Mcs.
Dry Rub~On

lnstantype

**
*

llustration Boord
Zip-a•Tone Colors
Rapic!ograph Pens
T-Squares- Board•

**LANGELVS
Prafting Tables

2510 Central S.E.

Across From Johnso!l Gym

famous international dishes

(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch 11:30-2:30 dinner 5:30·9:30
413 Romero St. N.W. 2 blocks N.W.
of Old Town Plaza
242-4986 '

247-8626

MAN'S PRIME function is as
provider, woman's as homemaker. (Does either of these functions
fill their lives or complete their
beings? Are these still valid images for intelligent young people
in a society demanding their involvement?)
Everybody should have higher
education. (Even when he doesn't
want it? Even if his talents lie
elsewhere? :Even if the education
itself is outdated?)
And so it goes, in those American minds not closed to doubt by
doctrine and dogma, by smugness
and complacency, or by the dan.
gerous incapacity to put themselves into the minds and hearts
of others.

•
•

BUT TO MOST of us now,
nothing seems stable, nothing
certain in the bewildering, tormented chaos of the present ex·
cept close human relationships·
and a love of country which
makes. its present convulsions even
more painful. For they are symptoms of a. sickness as yet undiag·
nosed.
Doctors insist that a national
health plan would be "socialized
medicine" while an acute and
growing shortage of physicians,
nurses, and hospital facilities
leaves an increasing number of
Americans without adequate care.
Labor unions demand higher
and higher wages while standards of workmanship in many
trades fall lower and lower. (Who
ha!m't spoken or heard this

-

Alert Center
Sjo.p 'THE l30t··li~•IJ..IG - PULL OUT
THe: TROOPS- BRIJJGI' OUR:. KIDS

sion; waiting for a brave and enlightened voice not only to acknowledge its anguish but to lead
it forward into new resolve.
The American spirit is capable
of anything; including the selfdisciplines and generou.-s instincts
which have produced the finest
hours in our history as a nation.
If these qualities are :QOt soon
evoked, the violence which has
always been so near the surface
of the American soul will take
their place and become its chronic climate. For this, all of usguilty or innocent, black or white,
rich or poor, conservative or liberal-will pay bitterly.

listen to KUNM

•

The Alert Center, UNM news
and information service in the
Union lobby, needs volunteer
workers. Anyone interested is
asked to leave his name and telephone number on the Alert Center
desk.
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From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs

of College Men

You're looking ot the
year's sweetest place for
a sit·in-Oids 4-4-2.
This is the scene:
Louvered hood up front.
Crisp sculpturing in
the rear. Rally Stripe and
Custom Sport Wheels
available in between.

And what gleams beneath
thot rakish afterdeck?
Two telltale flared exhausts
that give voice to a
400-cube, 4-barrel, 350-hp
Rocket V-8.
And look where you
live~ in foam-podded,
bucket·seot comfort.

The center console is
also available, as is the
clock /tach/engine gauge

Rally Poe.
And with oll the new
GM safety features, including
energy-absorbing steering
column, 4-4-2 is the greatest
sit-in you ever sat in.

and Women

Fidelity Union Life

Olds 4-4-2-one of the youngmobiles from Oldsmobilenamed uTop Performance Car of the Year" by CARS Magazine.
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Lobos Rack Up 19th Win

By Bob Pawley

By WAYNE CIDDIO
pick~d up his fifth foul with 1 :34
and Becker followed with 12.
Fans and television viewers left m the game,
Nelson's nine points was well hesaw plenty of action in Saturday
low his 20.4 average. Cager scarafternoon's game between the
A SERIES OF DESPERATION ed 15 points to lead the Miners.
New Mexico Lobos and the Uni- fouls by the Miners in the closing UTEP's big man, Harris, was
versity of Texas-El-Paso Miners second allowed the Lobos to put held to eight points for the afterat University Arena, but a lot of the game on ice from the free noon.
it wasn't directly connected with throw line. Reserves Lenny Lopez · IN THE FRESHMAN game, the
playing basketball. At times it and Keith Griffith each dropped Wolfpups coasted by the House
looked like Mike London's Cham- in two .free throws to make the of Carpets 98-81 behind the 33
pionship Wrestling instead of the score 64-56. Mike Switzer added point performance of Willie Long.
Western · Athletic Conference one last field goal at the buzzer to Two former Lobo basketballers,
game of the week.
close out Miner scoring and end Lanny Winters and Mike Lucero,
The Lobos racked up victoey the game.
scored 23 and 18 points respecSanford and Howard shared tively to lead the House of Carnumber 19 over a group of determined Miners 64-58 in a game high point honors with 18 each · pets.
that saw two technical fouls·
charged · to UTEP and several
minor outbreaks threaten. The
first technical was called on
UTEP coach Don Haskins and
the second,. four minutes later,
was charged to Miner center Phil
Harris for objecting to a foul
call.
UTEP EMPLOYED a . pesky
man-to-man defense against the
Lobos in the first half and New
Mexico had trouble getting off
shots when they needed them
most. Ron Nelson, the Lobos leading scorer all season, was well
guarded by All-America candidate
Willie Worsley and only managed
nine points.
The Miners led 8-5, 10-7, and
12-9 early in the game before
Ron Sanford hit a free throw
and Nelson scored a long jumper
from the right side of the key to
tie the score at 12-12 with 11:03
remaining.
GREG (STRETCH) HOWARD
found the range shortly thereafter and joined forces with Sanford to build a 20-15 lead with
6:83 left in the half. The Miners
tied it up again on two pictureperfect set shots by Nate Archi·
bald and a :free throw by Willie
Cager. UTEP froze the ball for
the final shot of the half but
missed. lVlike Switzer fouled
Howard on the rebound and Howard hit the free throw after time
had expired to give the Lobos a
28-27 lead at the half.
Howie Grimes, still having difficulty getting his offensive game
moving again, opened the second
half by connecting on the second
shot of a two shot foul and Sanford tipped in another Nelson attempt to tie the game at 31 all
with 18:47 showing on the clock.
MARKETING
THE LOBOS WENT ahead to
stay when Nelson hit a free throw
awarded .for a technical call
against Miner coach Don Haskins and Howard made good on a
jumper from the edge of the key.
Four minutes later, the Miners
picked up their second technical
of the half when Harris slammed
the ball onto the floor after be·
RESEARCH
ing called for a personal foul.
After this point in the game,
action got rough underneath both
boards. Wild scrambles for a loose
ball very closely resembled football fumble-recovery drills. Late
in the second half, UTEP's Andy
White raised his fists and invited
When you're part of a Bell System company,
Sanford to square-off under the
Miner basket after a fierce battle
problem-solving is your daily regimen.
for a rebound. Sanford seemed
ready to accept the invitation beThe Bell System companies are charged with
fore Howard and Nelson cooled
him off.
meeting rapidly expanding needs in communiWHEN PLAY RESUMED after
cations across the nation. And even in space.
a New Mexico timeout with 13:48
left in the game, UTEP came out
Challenges come fast!
with a full court press in an at'ten'lpt to force Nelson into mak·
One problem you won't have is finding a chaling mistakes. For the next five
minutes, the name of the game
lenge to match your talent- whether you plan a
was defense and both teams only
career in managing people or breaking frontiers
managed five points apiece. With
8:08 remaining, White stole the
in research.
ball from Becker and drove the
length of the court to score a
layup and cut the margin to 45-43.
The challenge begins the day you begin- for you
Cager drew a foul after he had
vyill prepare immediately to handle difficult asdropped a basket in from under·
neath and completed the three
signments. You'll find out early what it takes to
point play. Cager came right
solve a tough technical problem or initiate a
back with a 15 foot jump shot to
tie the score at 51-51 with 4:1 '7
complex business or manufacturing system. And
:remaining.
New Mexico widened the marmanage people.
gin to 56-51 at 8:40 behind two
tip-ins by Sanford. Sanford
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Graduating this year?
Then the Bell System wants to talk
to you about a career in management
that will challenge you ...

Calley Vaults Career Best
Malison Wins 60 yd. Dash
···:-,.-.-~

Winning Coach Hackett

Hanks Leaps Seven Feet Plus
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ENGINEERING

the day you begin.

Baxter Retains WAC Title
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

didates. We want to talk to you if you are in the
top half of your class - if you have done well.
And expect to keep on doing well.
The companies of the Bell System ·guarantee
that all qualified applicants will be considered
for employment without regard to race, creed,
color, sex, or national origin.

The folloWilJU Bell System companies. will visit

University of New Mexico Campus
Monday, February 19.
Mountain States Telephone
Bell Telephone laboratories
American Telephone & Telegraph Company
Sandia Corporation
The Western Electric Company
Sign up for an interview today.

You can see we're not looking for average can-

Iii\
~ Mountain States Telephone

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
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Hdaver

Lobos Win WAC Track Meet

New Mexico workhorses Rene
Matison and Adrian DeWindt
picked up two wins apiece at
Tingley Coliseum Saturday night
to lead the Lobos to the unofficial
Western Athletic Conference Indoor Championship and once
again established 'New· Mexico as
the team to beat in WAC track
and field competition.
New Mexico compiled 64%
points in winning the meet. Brigham Young was a close second
with 55% points, followed by the
University of Texas-El Paso with
42, Arizona State with 29%, Utah
15, Arizona 12%, and Wyoming
6%.
MATISON EQUALLED his
own WAC indoor record in the
60 yard dash three times during
the course of the meet. Matison
ran a 6.0 flat in the preliminaries
and then ran two more races in
the same time in the semifinals
and the finals to retain the title
in that event.
Matison · turned a 48.6 in the

WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00. Insertions

mllBt be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publi<atio•'" Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

SERVICES
WILL BABYSIT in my home or eomPanion to 2 year old girl, on l't'gll]ar
basis, morninga or 3 diQ'B a week. Near
UNM. Call 268-6659.
TYPING WANTED: 10 years l!l<Perience
technical typing, 36¢ pr page, 36¢ with
paper. Call anytime 298-8641.
HELP WANTED

iiAi:E help

wanted. Auditor trainee, book-

keeping background. 3 p.m.-u p.m., $L26

hr. to start. Mountain States Employment First Nat'l Bank Bldg. Down

Town.

JOURNALISM Student to BBBist on &tart;.
iug new small magazine, Part time.
Phone 842-9614..
TEACH at a Negro college. Graduate
atudenta with M.A.'s are urgently needed

for academie year and summer teaebtng
poaitioD!I. The Southern Education Program,. a private., non..proflt organizati'on
with contacts at 94 colleges, can Place
you quicklY and free of charge, Write
Southern Education l'rogrmi], 869%
Hunter Street, N.W. Atlanta, Georgia
30314..

PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, Psychedelic,
Ski Posters I: Buttons, If we don't
have them, then you don't need them.
Send for Sampleo I: Liot. liiADAll
BU'I'TERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609 E.
Colfax, Denver, Colorado 80220.
COlliNG apin aoon Ill Abe olllcloua intermeddler meets the VI!X&tiona Htlnnt Ill
PLAYBOY auhacription still available at
low student rates. Call your eampna rep......,tative at 247-9082.
FOR BENT
ONE bedroom apartment. $75. Ill Yllle
SE. Nieel:r furnished and Private patio.

quarter mile for his second victory of the evening.
DeWindt came from 25 yards
behind in the final straightaway
to nose out Jose L'Official from
UTEP in a photo-finish in the
600 yard run. DeWindt and L'Official were· both officially timed at
1:11 in the event. DeWindt
scored his second victory of the
evening in the 1000 yard run by
a more comfortable margin, recording a 2:15.7. Craig Gilbertson of Wyoming was second with
a time of 2:18.5.
Other outstanding performers
in the meet included Valley High
School's Gil Perea who ran the
best high school quarter mile ever
in the Coliseum but was still
beaten by Bjorn Jogi of the UNM
Track Club. Jogi ran a 49.4 and
Perea a 49.5.

A NEW COLISEUM record was
LOBO ART BAXTER retained
set
by Ed Hanks of BYU in the
his WAC title in the triple jump
high
jump. Hanks cleared 7 feet,
competition with a leap of 50
feet 3¥., inches. Baxter outdis- % inch for an impressive victory
tanced his closest rival by almost in that event.
BYU, with the team of Blaistwo feet.
dell, Mann, Tipton, and Peterson,
Baxter finished fourth in the won the final event of the evenlong jump with a leap of 23 feet ing, the mile relay with a time
11,~ inches. The event was won by
of 3:17.6. UNM's mile relay team
Jim Blaisdell of BYU wit'fl a placed third in the two-heat comjump of 24 feet 3 inches. George petition.
Louthridge, competing unattached
Ervin Jarros of UNM won
for UNM, recorded a 23 feet, 'A.
third
place in the shot put with
inch jump to finish fifth in that
a
heave
of 55' 2*-"·
event.
Harold Bailey and Roosevelt
Williams of UNM finished second
and fifth in the 60 yard high
hurdles. Bailey ran the course
in 7.4 seconds behind Kelley Myrick of UTEP whose winning
time was 7.1.

By JOHN EDG-AR· HOOVER
Direetor, Federal Bureau of
Inv~tigation, United States
Department of .Tustice
© 1967, :N"ewsday, Inc.
(Tkis is tlr,e second in a. series
of articles by prominent AmeriCMI8 g,'vi,ng their views em The
Condition of the America.n Spirit
today. The writeTB include social

BOB RICHARDS RECORDED
a 4:15.6 in the WAC mile-run to
easily outdistance the field.
UNM's Ron Eller finished second
with a 4:18.5. Eller picked up a
victory in the two-mile run later
in the evening with a time of
9:14.0.
In the pole vault, John Caffey
of UNM tied for first with Altti
Alarotu of BYU at 15 feet, 7%
innches to set a new meet record.
Alarotu finished second to world
indoor pole vault champion Bob
Seagren on fewer misses in a
meet Friday night. Caffey's vault
was a career best.
BYU's Bob Richards, who won
the WAC mile, also won the 880
yard run to become the third
double winner in the meet. Richards ran a 1:55.6 to repeat as
WAC champion in the 880.

~

255-5381

LARGE REWARD OFFERED for return
of silver gray miniature Frencb Poodle.
Lost near UNM eampua on 'l'hnroday,
Feb. B. Anyone having informatioo concerning this pet Please call 247-9709
after 6 p.m. or 299-1666 •
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CAREER BOUND
To Dallas, New York, Hong Kong, Anywhere
We'll get you to where the action is
Call265-7611 your travel number

~-~
...... 'WCL

SERVICE.

1516 San Pedro NE

Disgust is written on the face of the listener, of-state students. The Associ.ated Students sponleft, as the speaker, far right, .dJscus~es Stokely sored the session on the Umon Mall as pai1; of
Carmicheal and the proposed tUitmn h1ke for out- the petition campaign to resist the proposed hike.

T-BIRD is a hi·fi record II II
get your copy at the

Albuquerque, N.M.

i

fl

union coat check room

~
i•

, I

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS!

Special Rates

IIIII?

Union Guest Area
Open to Students

Then look at manufactured graphite-one of the lesser-known substances,
though few can match its versatility.
In graphite technology, many new worlds cry out to be conquered. For
graphite has endless and growing uses-In making electric furnace steels and
foundry metals, in molds and castings, in metal fabricating, in producing
nuclear energy, in cathodic protection, in many chemical processes including
chlor-alkali electrolysis, as a refractory, in rocket motors, and In countless
other applications. No matter what your interest, graphite will lead you to it.
With us, you will be a member of a closely-knit team, not just a digit.
Responsibility and authority are quickly delegated as earned-and our steady
rate of expansion constantly creates up-the-ladder opportunities.

DIVISION, GREAT LAKES CARBON CORPORATION-to J. o.
Fermoife, P.O. Box 667, Niagara Falls, N.Y. 14302 or to l. W. Harbison,
P.O. Box 40, Morganton, N. C. 28655 or to P. A. Serchia, P.O. Box G.,
Rosamond, Calif. 93560.
We are an,equaJ

opportunity employer.

CIA Recuruiting on Campus
Provokes Minor Protests
A sign tacked to the placem~nt
center door yesterday mormng
and a challenge for a debate between students and a representative of the Central Intellige~ce
Agency, on campus today for Job
interviews, seem to be the only

on

Or, if you prefer, Write in ~trict confidence to GRAPHITE PRODUCTS

4\

r-

call243-5671 today!

Monday, Feb. 19

SHOWN At
9:20

~=-.,,.

about your clothing!
DRY CLEANING the
Sanitone Professional
way

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS Consultyourplacementoffice promptly to arrange
an interview date. A Great lakes Carbon placement advisor will be on campus ...

EASTMAN COLOR HIULTRASCOPE

~-=

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

A change in Union guest room
procedures now allows UNM stu;dents to sponsor guests or s~ay
in the second-floor rooms WhiCh
are open seven days a week to
accommodate visitors to the ~am
pus.
Formerly the area . ~as open
only to faculty- or admmlstrati?nsponsored visitm•s and the 1mmediate families of students.
Single and double. bed roo!lls
are available, furmshed w1th
desk, lamp, television, and ~est
room facilities. There are Clfht
rooms capnblc of nccommodatmg
25 guests.
.
Special 1·ates are m effect for
'.student usc. Student-sponsored
guests arc charged $6 a night fol'
a single ream and $~ '>\ightly for
double rooms. The .Prices for non5 tudent visitors are $7 and $10.SO.
The rooms may be reserved
through the information desk at
the Union.

signs of protest about the CIA
job recruiting.
Placement center Director H.
M. Campbell said a sign saying
"Let the CIA come" was found
tacked to the front do~r ~ester
'day morning. Also d1strib1;1ted
around the campus were . s1gns
challenging the representatiVe to
a debate with SDS members on
the Union Mall at 11 :30 today.
THE SIGNS APPARENTLY
appeared in response to the
scheduled appearance of Jack 0.
Houston of the CIA's personnel
division for interviews with 1.3
UNM student today and 13 Friday.
The interviewing was set to begin at 9 this morning with ~tu
dents who had requested a!l'pomtments with the CIA representative Campbell said.
The CIA circular which ~c
companied its request for an mterviewing date at the plac~ment
center said the CIA was mter•
ested in students with just about
all majors, both with bachelors
and masters degrees, for both foreign and in domestic positions.
CAMPBELL SAID HE hoped
there would be no incidents such
as those that followed the appearance of an interviewing r£lprescntutive of the Dow Chemical Corp.,
napalm manufacturers.
"I don't think the CIA man will
be able to accept the challenge to
d£lbate because he is just with
the p~rsonnel <livision, and not

violence, with its accompanying
threat to free and otderly government, which they are courting in
such irresponsible fashion.

materially increasing the danger
to all citizens by irresponsible
charges against law enforcement.
Each time an unjustified .shout of
"police brutality!" is raised, s~
ciety's safeguards are lowered Jn
terms of protection for the future.

LAST SUMMER, we witnessed
brutal rioting, the gutting of
great sectors of American cities,
and orgies of outright lawlessTHE CONTINUING assault on
ness unexampled in our national law
and order and on the moralhistory. When darkness falls, the ity which
undergirds the nation's
streets of many of our metropol- freedom is intensifying. Violence
itan areas become virtual jungles.' and brutality are prevalent. Both
It is true that perpetrators of evils mark much of the output of
vicious crimes often are appre- our entertainment media. Unexhended; nevertheless, the chances ampled filth pours from the pages
of justice prevailing app.ear to be of much of our so-called "literalessening. In instance after in- ture.''
stance felons are loosed on techniThe foregoing are by no ml'lns
calities or treated to. little more
the
sole affronts to the spirit on
than a slap on the.wrist and frced
which
our nation was founded.
to once more prowl the streets
and prey on helpless citizens. At Cunning representatives of an inthe same time, it is in::rcdib1y ternational totalitarian conspiracy
ironic that many Americans are
{Continued on page 6)

.

because you care

Stan Hill of Albuquerque Highland won a feature event open
mile over Tom Toft of Sandia
High and Tony Lucero of Del
Norte. Hill ran the mile in 4:28.5,
Web Loudat of the UNM Track
Club withdrew from the event
because of a blister.

BY OWNER, 3 bedrm. den, fireplace, extra
)g, garage :full:y finished wfh & a/c,
work bench I: sink. Elec kitchen,
beautiful carpets & drapes, 2 baths.
Conv. Joan. Priced FHA appraisal Ap.
Prox.. $3000. will handle. can mominga
or evm after 4. p.m. Owner leaving state.
299-6865.

LOST

From his deep heart perpetually and giVing
No respite to the ever-renewing sinew.''
This nation presents an equally
agonizing picture, its great heart
ripped and tom by the hideous
vulture of lawlessness. On every
hand we see crime rates mushrooming. We are, at the same
time, witnessing two frightening
portents for the future. The first
such portent is implicit in the terrifying numbers. of vicious crimes
committed by the very young.
The second is inherent in the current effort to popularize and promote the doctrine of civil disobedience. The ominous nature of
this portent lies in the fact that
some of the indi'Viduals instigating this effort are pel'l!ons in positions of public prominence and
of stifficiimt erudition to fully understand the dreadful danger of

NEW MEX :f.::c·c:o··~

30 Minute Dorm Delivery
7 Nights Until I :30

FOR SALE
A DARK BROWN meditnn length W",g,
iuclndiog wig case and brDBh. Worn only
3 times. Will seD for $100. can 277-3198
after 12:30 noon ll..W.F. or weekends.
2/9-15.

1966 BUICK Wildcat convertible. LiJce
new, many extras. Moat seD. 296-3681,
277-4538. 2/8-14..

Seeking an eiplanation, he ascertained how brutal are the ""punishments of· Hea'l"en." falling on
those who, while living, postpone
the expiation of their crimes.
Surely Americans must feel in
some degree they, too, are enduring the "punishments of Heaven."
Many, with much bewildered soulsearching, are seeking to learn
critic Marya Mannes, FBI Direc- · the
reasons why this great Retor J, Edgar Hoover, historian
public
is so beset by troubles.
Arthur Schlesinger Jr., civil- Why, they
asking, is this na.
right& leader Baya.rd Rustin, Fa- tion being are
ravaged by such evils
ther J011Ms J, Kavanaugh, novel- that one is reminded in Virgil's
ist Saul Bellow, Rev. Billy Gra- graphic
words of the hapless vicham and psychoanalyst Erich tim
Frqmm.)
"Whose body lies stretched
over nine acres
WHEN, in his epic wanderings,
And a great vulture with its
Aeneas crossed the "river of riphooked beak plucks
p]ing fire," the great Trojan hero
At
his ·undying liver, and
was horrified to learn of the apgripes
his entrails,
palling punishments being meted
Rich
source
of agony, mining
out in the dominion of the dead.
its every meal

FAST-FAST-FAST

Can 265-677L

ROOMMATE needed, male. Four Seasona
Apta. 207, 120 CorneD Dr. $54. per
month. One block from eampDB, c.Jl
8452. 2/12-16.

Says "America n Spirit: Steady

informed or authorized to issue
statements," Campbell sai~.
During the Dow 'Protest mterv.iewers from 12 different companies including Dow and Du
Pont Chemical, one of the large~t
makers of explosives and mumtions conducted a full schedule of
inter~ews without one student
missing an appointment, Campbell
said.
IF THERE IS a strong protest
over the appearance of the CIA
interviewer, interviews may be
scheduled off-campus as was done
at the University of Denver,
Campbell concluded.

Dr. Cutter to Speak
In Union Tomorrow
Dr. Donald C. Cutter, UNM
history professor, will speak. on
"Oral History and the AmerJCan
Indian Historical Research Project" tomorrow at 4 p.m. in room
231 D-E of the Union.
Dr. Cutter is the author of
five bool's including "Melaspina
in California." ~nd the c~-aut~or
of "The Nentmg Maps, whJCh
will be published this year. Before
coming to UNM in 1962 Dr. !Juttcr spent 11 years a~ the pmversity of Southern Cahforma.
•
The talk is sponsored by Phi
Alpha Theta, history honorary,
and is open to everyone.

Tuition Increase
"Expected Today
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
SANTA FE-The future of aii'1
higher-education financing in New
Mexico will not be known until
this session of the legislature
ends today. Budgets of all universities and colleges in the state
are dependent on the action that
the State Senate takes on House
Bill150.
Seasoned political observers
here in Santa Fe are confident
that the increase in non-resident
tuition for all state schools will
pass the Senate today as easily
as the measure was voted through
the House Monday.
THE BILL raising out-of-state
tuition for the sixth straight year
at UNM was approved in committee yesterday and will be on the
Senate floor today. Little opposition to the proposal is expected.
The House bill asked a $120-a
year increase in non-resident tuition The hike was intended to
help. make up a $1.1 million projected deficit in the state education budget. The tuition increase
will bring in a projected tuition
revenue of $432,000, of which
UNM will provide $170,000.
THE $432,000 is in .addition to
the $300,00() provided m a s:U:et.r
clause that would give state.mstitutions additional revenue if the
projected out-of-state e~r?llment
declines due to the tu1tion increase.
The projected enrollment for all
state institutions is based on the
present non-resident enrollment
rate. The legislature decreas~d
present rates by five per cen~ m
calculating next year's prOJeCtions.
In case the out-of-state enrollment is less than the five p~r
cent decrease projected, the bill
provides funds to cover the
decrease.
FOR THE 1968-69 school year
the legislature has approved a
budget of $13,963,000 for UNM.
The Board of Educational Finance had recommended $14,069,00() for UNM. The financing p~o
posal that passed the House mcludes $22 000 for establishment
of a UNM 'branch college in Gallup, N.M., and $32,000 for the
Andean study program.
The branch college is subject
to approval of a small tax levy
in the western New Mexico t:own·
The Andean study program IS an
exchange proposal to allow UNM
students and faculty members to
study in Quito, Ecuador.
The entire proposal for educational financing in the state also
includes several programs relateg
to the state's other colleges and
universities.
THE ASOCIATED Studen~s. of
UNM this week staged a pet~tJOn
campaign to persuade the leglsla,ture to defeat the proposed tuition hike. Student Senate. passed
a resolution Monday urgmg the
House "to seek alternatives for

supporting higher education in
New Mexico other than an .j~
crease in tuition." (See related
story page 1)
The UNM student lobbyists
(Continued on page 3)

Senate Opposes

Tuition \ncreose
The Student Senate yesterday
passed a resolution urging the
New Mexico legislature t<> seek
alternatives to -.n incrq;mse in
non-resident tuition fees for UNI\1
students.
A $120 a year tuition _hike for
non-residents was given a do Pl!lflll
recomrpendation by the House Appropriations Committee. Coupled
with last year's $63 hike for nonresidents the new increase would
make UNM tenth ~ighest in_ ~e
nation in non-resident tuition
charges.
.
The Student Senate resolutiOn
states that the increase could result in a lessening of out of state
enrollments and would also decrease the amount of out of state
funds spent in New Mexico.
The need for an exchange of
ideas and opinions among New
Mexican and lion-native students
is stressed in the Senate document. "The presence of a sub.stantial percentage of o~t of
state and foreign students JS e~
sential to the big? a~ademJC
standard of this Umversity SIJ.d
makes possible a vital exchange
of ideas and opinions," the resolution says.
Associated Students of UNM
printed a leaflet 'Protesting the
increase and urging .students ~0
sign a petition opposmg .the tmtion hike. The leaflet pomts out
that the increase from 1963
through 1969 would amount . to
1o3 per cent if the proposed h1ke
is enacted. Increases in ,room and
board and student fees IS already
scheduled.
•
The Student Senate resolution
concludes "This body urges the
House of' Representatives and th.e
Senate of the state of New MeXIco to amend House Bill 300. to
seek alternatives for support~ng
higher education in New }lfe~c.o
other than an increase m :&l:rition."
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Peace Corps Here
A recruiting team for the
Peace Corps will be on campus through next week to talk
with interested students about
serving in the Corps. The team,
which includes volunteers who
have served in Iran, Ghana, and
Peru, will be available today
in the Placement Center and
will set up a booth in the U!l!on
for the rest of the reeru1tmg
drive.
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